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It’s as if I’ve been expecting you for some time. Long
before you made your reservation. Actually, this is why
I created Bill & Coo, because I dreamed of sharing with
you my love of the island, the magic and hidden beauty
of Mykonos.
This is why the hotel and our beach club was built,
to express the spare yet enchanting architecture of
the Cycladic landscape, the infinite blue and light
of the Aegean, to encapsulate Mykonos’ spontaneous
hospitality, to bring you the flavors and aromas of this
fascinating archipelago.
Indulge into a contemporary take of the Cycladic
lifestyle. Let Bill & Coo be your guide to the beginning
of your Mykonian experience through its elegant and
indigenous 45 suites. Spacious, ornately sophisticated
and well-appointed, our suites are ideal for luxury
island living, dedicated to providing you with an
incomparable level of personalized service.
The entire team at Bill & Coo and I personally are here
to offer you a memorable holiday experience combining
comfort, quality services and luxury in such a way
that you feel, at some point, that this magical place has
revealed its heart and soul to you.
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Wherever you see the interactive
icon you’ll be able to unlock a
live experience to enjoy on your
smartphone or tablet.
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THIS EDITION IS ZAPPAR POWERED!
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ALICE IN CRISIS

With this new group show
continues “a remarkable work
curated by the great Marina
Vranopoulou” as the Huffington
Post describes Dio Horia. With
an emphasis on daily fleeting
moments, the exhibition
features pluralistic works
offering a variety of spiritual
and pleasurable experiences.
Featuring Cornelia Baltes,
Maja Djordjevic, Gimhongsok,
Panagiotis Loukas, Olga
Migliaressi-Phoca, Margarita
Myrogianni, Paris Petridis, Ugo
Rondinone, David Shrigley,
Aleksandar Todorovic (27/522/6, diohoria.com).

GALLERY SKOUFA
Welcoming this year’s season, visitors to the Gallery
Skoufa will have the opportunity to admire a group
exhibition featuring works of Greek and foreign artists,
such as Kadir Akyol, Annemarie Wright and Pavlos
Samios, including contemporary painting, sculpture,
photography and handcrafted artistic objects.
From 27/4, galleryskoufa.gr

ANTIGONE
For the second year, the play Antigone by Sophocles
is being staged on the island’s first permanent summer
stage at KDEPPAM (more details on page 10).

MICHALIS MAKROULAKIS
The “serene” painter and scenographer of Syros whose
philosophy is the great balance of images, presents some
of its creations in egg tempera on wood. Visitors of the
Finearts Kapopoulos gallery will have the chance to
admire its nostalgic island topics.
18-30/6, kapopoulosart.gr

Fun update
SUN: SET BEACH PARTY

MADE IN MYKONOS

For one more year, Alexandros
Christopoulos gets behind the
decks and organizes a unique
musical party on the beach at
Solymar, Kalo Livadi.

The return of DJ Vasilis
A musical event that will lead you
Tsilichristos to the “Island of the once more to Ftelia beach and
Winds” and in particular, Nammos, bar-restaurant Alemagoo, for a
means strong beats at one of this total experience from 5pm in the
summer’s most popular parties at afternoon until the early morning.
Psarou. 23/7, nammos.gr
29/7, alemagou.gr

18/6, solymarmykonos.com

ISLAND OF SOUNDS
TOP LEFT: MAJA DJORDJEVIC

THE SEASON

agenda

the ambassador

ETERNAL LEGEND
Director Lefteris Giovanidis sends a powerful cultural message, searching for the
“Antigone” in contemporary Greek society. INTERVIEW: ELENA MATHIOPOULOU
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it is, but it is not only that. Mykonos combines all
the beautiful things in life with an active tourism
industry almost 10 months a year.
What does Mykonos mean to you?
Even though I am not from Mykonos, I love this
island a lot and I have endless admiration for the
island, as well as for the locals and everything they
have achieved. It is an island that stays with you and
can offer you anything you want. It has amazing
beaches and its energy is unique. Everything that
is happening on Mykonos is not by chance. I enjoy
spending my summer here; in Mykonos I feel
creative.
Are there any plans to stage other ancient Greek
plays in English?
I am interested in establishing a permanent theatrical
stage on Mykonos, where an ancient tragedy will be
presented every summer. I already know what the
next production will be. I have plans and I hope to
spend the next few summers on Mykonos.
How is the message of Antigone timely today?
Antigone was rather shocking to audiences in
ancient Athens, because Sophocles has a woman
oppose the state. In that time, women had no rights,
let alone a political opinion. Yet it is Antigone who
stands up against authority. A central question our
performance raises is whether there is an “Antigone”
in today’s Greek society, and where she can be. Is
there any indication? Is there a resistance against
what is being imposed as a life model? Resistance
is not only about going to a protest, or throwing a
stone. Resistance is also about how I organize my life
and how I form opinions about what is happening
around me. We live in an age of information, but
not knowledge. And this information seems to act
as a distraction to our thoughts. Essentially, western
civilization is in a nirvana of sorts. People are deeply
indifferent of everything around them; tired almost.
There is a widespread indifference and acceptance
of an imposed life model. For me, it is important for
everyone to find their inner Antigone, and come to
terms with their values, ideals and dreams. Let us
restart our information and knowledge.

Top: Lefteris
Giovanidis, the
theatre director
of Sophocles
“Antigone”, staged
on Mykonos until
the end of August.
Right: What makes
the performance
unique is that
the play is in
English, directed
by a Greek artist
and interpreted by
Greek actors.

GIORGOS KAPLANIDIS

How did the audience respond to last year’s
performance?
We started something that had never happened
in Mykonos before. I must admit that despite the
play being performed in English, the Greeks of the
island showed great interest. Of course, about 70%
of the audience were foreigners. People really liked
the performance. It was a great experience, because
suddenly our audience was composed of a variety
of people, from European theatre directors and
university professors from abroad, to simple tourists.
A large variety of spectators from many different
countries. And it was great to hear their comments
and communicate with them. A unique experience.
We will stage the same play this year with the hope
of giving more people the opportunity to enjoy the
performance. It was well-liked and the audience
appreciated the opportunity of watching an ancient
Greek play performed in English by professional
Greek actors. Antigone is also one of the more wellknown ancient Greek tragedies that most people
have studied at school, and listening to Sophocles’
words is a very moving experience.
Why did you choose Mykonos?
Mykonos is a cosmopolitan island, known all over
the world. There are people who think of Mykonos
when they hear of Greece! And Mykonos is an
island located next to the sacred island of Delos.
I think everyone is obligated to rethink certain
things, especially during the tough times we
Greeks are going through these days. We need
to realise that our country’s heavy industry is
tourism, and we need to provide our tourists with
the best services. Culture is a service that must
exist, as it is something our visitors are looking for.
Unfortunately, as a country we have not invested
enough in this field yet. Coming to the island,
with the help of my sponsors I tried to stage an
expensive, polished production with the finest
collaborators, with the goal of offering the best
possible result. I think it is necessary for Mykonos
to have a steady base to host cultural events. Many
consider this island only a party island; of course

It is important for
everyone to find
their inner Antigone

the visionary

GUARDIAN ANGEL
OF THE HEART

PHOTO: ARCHIVE VISUAL STORYTELLERS

An admirable charitable project is bringing back the smile on the face
of thousands of needy children all over the world. BY KATERINA FRENTZOU
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Every child with heart disease, is a life project for him, whether it’s
in Greece, Mozambique, Libya, Georgia or Ecuador. The worldrenowned Greek pediatric cardiac surgeon Afksendiyos Kalangos,
has dedicated himself to his charitable work with incredible will
and perseverance. His humanitarian work is international. Founder
of his charitable organisation “Coeurs pour tous” (Hearts for all)
and the Kalangos Foundation, Dr. Afksendiyos Kalangos is an
ecumenical doctor. A contemporary missionary of Medicine, who
offers his services to the “forgotten” of the world, having operated
gratis with his medical team on over 15,000 destitute children, all
over the planet. He often describes in his interviews the moment
that he made the momentous decision to follow Medicine. “When
I was young, my father, a pathologist in Istanbul, would send me to
get the newspaper. One day in 1967 I saw a significant front page
story: the first heart transplant performed by Barnard in South
Africa. I ran to my father and told him with conviction, ‘when
I grow up, I’ll become a surgeon like him.’ Of course, this was a
childhood dream, but growing up, I never gave it up…”
Philanthropy is a family tradition. He remembers that the courtyard
of their house in Istanbul was filled every day with people waiting
patiently to be examined by his father, the doctor. “Many of these
people, had no money to pay for the visit or medicines and my
father, after examining them gratis, would give them his own
money. He would always tell me: ‘Your goal shouldn’t be the money
but the task and you shouldn’t turn away from those in need.” Apart
from his father, his great teacher, he had the good fortune to work
next to leading teachers of Medicine, sir Magdi Yacoub and Alain
Carpentier (father of the first artificial heart valve). “They both
gave me a ‘transfusion’ of altruism and strength that a surgeon must
possess”, he notes.
A professor at the University Hospital of Geneva and the
University of Istanbul, the “poor childrens’ doctor” as he is
called, graduated in 1984, at the age of 23, from the American
Medical School of Istanbul, specialised in surgery in London and
subsequently dedicated himself to heart surgery for children and
newborns in Paris and the USA. As the owner of the “Kalangos
Ring” patent - an innovative “ring” which is placed on the child’s
heart to repair the mitral valve, he grants the rights to his charitable

foundation, to do supplemental training for doctors and nurses in
the Third World. He teaches his students that knowledge is gained
and advancement in the field of science requires seriousness and
discipline. “In surgery, the surgeon must have absolute control and
know the facts thoroughly”, he notes. “His responsibility is huge
and is primarily spiritual, as it pertains to the life of another person.
He must feel obliged to save his patient.”
With many awards and distinctions, the “guardian angel” of poor
sick children, was honoured by the Greek Red Cross with the Gold
Cross of Highest Distinction, with Golden Laurel Wreath, for his
significant philanthropic work, by the President of the Greek Red
Cross, Dr. Antonios Avgerinos, on the occasion of the celebration
of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Day, on Sunday,
May 8 2016. But for him, the greatest reward is that he sees a smile
returning to a small child’s face. “There’s no greater gift, than seeing
the children you’ve operated on in good condition. This is for me
the greatest happiness that a surgeon can experience!”
Flying 300,000 miles every year in Europe and developing
countries and with approximately 600 open heart operations,
thousands of indigent children are living normal lives again, thanks
to his magic hands and big heart. Of course, his relationship with
his young patients is bidirectional: he gives them the possibility of a
normal life and the children imbue his life with a deeper meaning.

7.000.000 children
in the world need
open heart surgery
- 7.000.000 really
serious reasons that
led the professor
and surgeon
Afksendiyos
Kalangos to
create in 1998,
the international
foundation “Coeurs
pour tous”, aiming
to provide medical
and f inancial
support for
indigenous children
with heart disease.

THE “COEURS POUR TOUS” FOUNDATION IN GREECE
The international foundation “Coeurs pour tous” is expanding its
humanitarian activities to our country too. As a subsidiary to the
international foundation that professor Afksendiyos Kalangos
created in Geneva in 1998, “Coeurs pour tous Hellas” (CpTH),
was founded as a concrete commitment to contribute to Greek
society and the young patients of families of limited means.
In Greece, 800 to 1,000 infants are born every year with heart
disease, of which a third, mainly newborns, need immediate
surgery. The heart surgeon Afksendiyos Kalangos has operated
gratis for the past year on poor and uninsured children in
Greece with congenital heart disease at MITERA hospital and
“Coeurs pour tous Hellas” provides financial support to their
families, giving them a chance at a normal life.

Bill & Coo Hotels Mykonos are proud sponsors of the “Coeurs pour tous” foundation. You may find more information at the reception desks.
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the guest

SHE’S A WINNER
Manuela Garelli, founder of Cannes International Triathlon, talks
about her love forBill & Coo, while, for sheer enjoyment, her advice is to
just turn off the smartphones when there. INTERVIEW: IRA SINIGALIA
What does Mykonos mean to you?
Referring to Greek mythology, I always knew that
Mykonos gets its name from Apollo’s younger son,
god of beauty, light, the arts and divination. There’s
no better way to say it, imagine it…
Your contact with Bill & Coo was love at first
sight?
It’s true. From the first moment, I fell in love with
this magic place where perfection coexists with daily
life.
How important is the effort as opposed to the
result in what you’ve tried in your life?
These two concepts always guide me. It’s not
possible to have results without previous efforts
(and thoughts). This was true since I was studying
in the University of Nice. Those traces guided me
since I made the crazy bet on a international Cannes
triathlon. It forms the basis of my struggle to educate
my two sons.
What’s your favourite time at Bill & Coo?
It’s a hard question to answer, as I enjoy every
moment. Really, without hesitation I can confess that
since I’ve been at Bill & Coo’s, I almost reach the

Perfection
coexists with
daily life in
this magical
place
18

point where I’m sorry to sleep, even though I need
it. But, probably for my own relief, I tend to muse
wherever I am.
As a frequent visitor of Bill & Coo, what would be
your advice for an absolutely enjoyable stay?
Turn off your smartphone and let go, “be
transported” by the environment and whatever
surrounds you. As soon as you step foot on the island,
forget where you’re from, breath in the scents of this
paradise, fill your lungs from the air coming from the
immensity and keep your eyes open through your
stay here as it’s like a photographic album.
Did you ever imagine the impact of the Cannes
International Triathlon in three years?
To be honest, even if I hoped for an international
success, I didn’t think that things would happen so
fast. Let me refer to your second question, about
work and result. The explanation lies to a great degree
in your question: group work, caring for the athletes
and their companions, in a framework determined
by Cannes. While the International Film Festival is
in progress, I like to remind that Cannes shouldn’t
be bothered by mediocrity and amateurishness.
Fortunately, perfection is a goal that is granted by all
the actors of this excellent trial.
What does it take to win the Ironwoman title?
Determination, a lot of practice for this level of
effort. Talent (although necessary) is not enough. We
are in the habit of reminding that high level sport
is a life lesson. So, once again, no one can succeed
without work.
What are your plans for the future?
To make the Cannes International Triathlon a major
sport event which will last for a long time. Nothing
is ever given. Nothing is final. And I want to make
a confession… I’m already imagining a second
international race in Côte d’Azur, in the Principality
of Monaco. I’m thinking about it a lot and you have
to acknowledge that Bill & Coo’s ambiance really
helps my musings.

the event

MYKONOS

WHITE
PARTY
Feel the heat
You may be able to take lifestyle out of Mykonos, but
you can’t take Mykonos out of lifestyle, even though
this does happen once a year, 2,700 kilometres away.
The Mykonos White Party, conceived and created
(for more than 11 years) by the brothers and second
generation Greeks, Stelios and Sakis Sterkoudis
is THE event of every summer in Zurich. Over
3,000 Swiss dress in all white and converge on the
six different stages of the Kaufleuten club to pay
homage to Greek know-how in the domain of
quality partying, to the sounds of disco and house.
Top models, bankers, Olympic medallists and
regular folk from Zurich again this year made their –
white – presence felt under the gigantic installation
representing the windmills, the Aegean and – like
cubes of white sugar – Mykonian houses.

BILL & COO AT MYKONOS WHITE PARTY
Like the three past years, the highlight of Mykonos
White Party is the restaurant team from Bill & Coo
Suites & Lounge which, under Chef Athinagoras
Kostakos, undertakes the culinary “re-enactment”
of a big fat Greek meal. The dishes (ranging from
Santorini fava and stuffed vegetables to the chef ’s
signature doner and seabream with greens and
egg-lemon sauce) are being prepared in the club’s
cavernous kitchens by a strong team. Different
buffets are set up in three rooms and yes they are
better than any home cooked Greek food we have
ever eaten.
20

PHOTOGRAPHS BY AMANDA NIKOLIC, VIDEOS: USGANGTV/CH, EVENTREPORTS, TELECOOL, KURSAAL BERN TV, MUSIC: LOOKING FOR SUMMER - GIGATOP

Kaufleuten Klub, Zurich
4/6/2016
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objects of desire

Time
stunner
IN THE RACE OF PRESTIGE, EVERY SINGLE MOMENT
IS A CHANCE FOR DISTINCTION. MAKE IT COUNT!
Richard Mille has been the Main Partner and Official
Timekeeper of the race since the first event in 2002. Le
Mans Classic revives more than 80 years of automobile sport
history by bringing back the cars and the pilots who created
the legend of the most famous race in the world on the great
13 kilometer Le Mans circuit. As a tribute to this exceptional
race, Richard Mille introduces the fourth limited edition
watch, RM 030 Le Mans Classic, to carry the name of the
competition. The RM 030 LMC displays the colors of the
historic race inside of its movement as well as its white ATZ
ceramic case and with the rubber of the NTPT® crown.
KESSARIS Mykonos: 58 Mat. Andronikou Str.,
+30 22890 22880, kessaris.gr
22

RM 030
Le Mans Classic,
Richard Mille

objects of desire

Glam with
a Twist
CREATE YOUR SUMMER STORY ON MYKONOS
HOLDING THE PERFECT COMPANION BY THE LOUIS
VUITTON FASHION HOUSE.

“This bag knows where it’s going… and where it’s coming
from”. Reflecting the timeless aesthetic of Louis Vuitton, it
becomes your stylish ally for all occasions. The latest adding in
Twist Collection comes with a new House chain and in denim
Epi leather keeping the main versatile and elegant ambiance
which impeccably combines the necessary space for your
personal necessities with a unique design. Its sophisticated shape
incorporates a cleverly designed “wave” base that provides extra
space inside and gives the look of an “inverted heart”, which
you “unlock” with a single twist so that the letter “L” fits into the
letter “V”. In addition to the LV logo twist lock, the inspired by
mooring rope conveniently “disappears” inside the bag so that it
can then be used as a clutch. Just excellent!
LOUIS VUITTON MYKONOS: Enoplon Dynameon,
Tria Pigadia, +30 22890 78850
24

Louis Vuitton
Twist bag,
Louis Vuitton
Mykonos

objects of desire

Curves &
Dreams
THE GLITTERING SEQUEL IS WRITTEN ON THE
NECKLINE OF EVERY WOMAN WHO WANTS TO
STAND OUT.
One more dreamy creation conveys the rich heritage of Van Cleef
& Arpels in a unique combination of gold with precious stones. A
contemporary interpretation of the Paillette, first created in the late
1930s, this necklace in the new Bouton d’Or™ collection offers
airy movement through the rounded curves of its stones and the
clarity of its design. The dynamism of onyx in combination with
chrysophrase, a classic stone that symbolizes wealth and abundance,
accompanies the shiny diamonds, harmoniously blending colours
and precious stones in a highly dreamy, feminine result.
For VAN CLEEF & ARPELS boutiques worldwide,
see at vancleefarpels.com
26

Necklace in gold
with diamonds
and onyx, Van
Cleef, & Arpels

objects of desire

Bohemian
Rhapsody
YOUR NEW ADVENTURE ON THE ISLAND HAS A
UNIQUE CHARACTER AND STYLE.
While also being as natural as the rattan from which, the bag
Grace, inspired by picnics, from the Marc Cross brand is made.
It will accompany your every moment. On the outside decorated
with high quality Italian leather Saffiano and on the inside lined
with Italian red cotton twill, it’s worn comfortably on the shoulder
or held in the hand, giving your summer appearances a distinctive
boho carefree style.
ENNY MONACO: Tria Pigadia, +30 22890 77100,
ennymonaco.com

Grace Box
Rattan Rosa,
Mark Cross,
Enny Monaco
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objects of desire

Cosmo
Legend
THE PRECIOUS SECONDS ARE RECORDED IN
THE MOST ICONIC CHRONOGRAPH OF THE
WORLD’S WATCHMAKING INDUSTRY.
This year, the most iconic sport chronograph watch of
all time, the Rolex Daytona, made famous by race car
driving actor Paul Newman, has been re-introduced. This
is the new version of the Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona in 904L steel, with a Monobloc Cerachrom
bezel, developed and patented by Rolex in black ceramic.
This latest evolution is a blend of high technology and
sleek aesthetics, and pays tribute to the heritage of this
legendary chronograph. The black bezel is reminiscent
of the 1965 model that was fitted with a black Plexiglas
bezel insert. The new Cosmograph Daytona carries the
Superlative Chronometer certification redefined by Rolex
in 2015, which ensures flawless performance on the wrist.
ROUSOUNELOS: 32 Matoyianni Str.,
+30 22890 22797, rousounelos.com
30

Cosmograph
Daytona Race
Track, Rolex,
Rousounelos
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Sheer beauty
THIS SUMMER’S WISHLIST IS MADE OF GLAM AND GLOW. JUST LIKE THE
DAYS AND NIGHTS ON MYKONOS.
When it comes to impressive appearances, it is all about the most radiant and luxurious items,
clothes and accessories. They are the stars of all day outfits and the adornments of special
occasions highlighting the best of you every time. Experience your summer on the island of
winds with objects that satisfy your strong desires.
Mourjjan: 6 Zanni Pitaraki Str.
D.S Gold Jewellery: Aghia Anna, +30 22890 25251, sahasgold.com
Luxury Toys: 19 Aghia Kyriaki, +30 22890 23601, luxurytoys.gr
Premium Bag Stories: 12 Matoyianni Str., +30 22890 77213
32

1. Total look,
Mourjjan
2. Byzantine gold
earrings with smokey
quartz, D.S. Gold
Jewellery
3. Statement necklace
by Zena Baroudi,
Mourjjan
4. Necklace in white
gold with diamonds
and colored precious
stone, D.S. Gold
Jewellery
5. One-piece
jumpsuit, Mourjjan
6. Chanel bag,
Luxury Toys
7. New Titanium
Eyewear by Porsche
Design, Premium
Bag Stories
8. Louis Vuitton bag,
Luxury Toys

CLOTHES: LOUIS VUITTON, PHOTOS: GIANNIS DIMOTSIS, STYLING: DAVID BYRNE
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HOSPITALITY

Afficionado

PANAGIOTIS SOPIADIS, GENERAL MANAGER OF BILL & COO HOTELS, TALKS ABOUT
HOSPITALITY AND DECODES THE HOTEL’S CONCEPT IN FIVE WORDS. INTERVIEW: IRA SINIGALIA
33
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welcome

Photographed on
location at the new
Bill & Coo Coast
Suites pool area,
on Aghios Ioannis
beach.

Panagiotis Sopiadis was born in Thessaloniki, but he
expanded his horizons from the second city in Greece.
He worked in Greece, Cyprus, England, America,
Japan, Korea and Greece again. In a hardly coincidental
moment, when he was ready to go abroad again, he met
the owner of Bill & Coo, an exceptional businessman
and visionary and ended up in Mykonos, with which he
now has established a great relationship.
What’s the first thing you do when you get to
Bill&Coo?
I go directly to the breakfast lounge and greet the
customers.
What does the verb “to host” mean to you?
Every visitor is giving us their most precious
possession, their free time. And we in return
are obligated to give back unique moments and
experiences.
Mykonos is…
Dawn at the Lighthouse, midday dives in Myrsini,
the Tigani (frying pan) in August and the nostalgic
stories of its residents.
Bill & Coo in five words.
Smile, caring, experience, flavour, sunset.
If you weren’t doing this work, what would you like
to try?
I would like to be a journalist and record situations,
events and stories.
Which celebrity would you like to host?

34

Bill & Coo in five
words: Smile,
caring, experience,
flavour, sunset
The new Canadian prime minister, Justin Trudeau,
because he has vision, vigour, goals and unambiguous
opinions, which he strongly supports.
The best advice you’ve been given is…
Greet people as you go up, you’ll see them on the
way down. For me, that means don’t be an ingrate in
your life.
What does friendship mean to you?
It means truth, clarity, trust.
The most interesting thing you’ve seen or heard
recently.
A big concert in Salvador, Brazil, in the Pelourinho
district, where people from completely different
backgrounds, had fun together until daybreak. A
magical atmosphere!

Bill & Coo Coast Suites

Ode to barefoot

luxury
THE NEW BILL & COO COAST SUITES UNFOLDS IN THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED WAY ITS UNPRETENTIOUS AESTHETIC AND TOP DESIGN.

36

New
val
Arri
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Bill & Coo Coast Suites

Every space celebrates
simplicity and the
natural colors of sea,
sand and rock
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Bill & Coo Coast Suites
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Ten years after the arrival of Bill & Coo Suites and
Lounge, its alter ego, the brand new Bill & Coo Coast
Suites is here. Of course, it’s the talk of the island and was
welcomed with glowing comments by the international
press and acknowledged magazines, such as Conde Nast
Traveller, Wallpaper, Monocle. It’s in a unique spot in Ai
Yiannis, which embraces the sea, facing sacred Delos, the
magnificent sunset and the blue Aegean seascape. Even if
the bustle and the aura of Chora, is only three kilometres
away, here things are different. Because Bill & Coo Coast
Suites with its privileged position, ensures with absolute
style the prerogative of comfortable privacy. Also, the
five star Bill & Coo Coast Suites is associated with a
rationale of barefoot luxury, with its 15 roomy suites
almost touching the beach.
The external spaces follow a gradient that fits
harmoniously with the Mykonos landscape, almost
becoming one with it. This was the concept, as was
expressed in the work of the Greenways landscape
architects, who used white stone and bamboo as a
structural element that created partitions that offered
shade and protection from the wind, without blocking
the view. The atmosphere becomes even more impressive
in the pool area, which seems to become one with
the sea, while simultaneously the surrounding space
creates an impression of luxurious simplicity, thanks
to the traditional stone, the off white pergolas, the

unpretentious lounge corners.
Additionally the 15 suites are a case study in immediacy
without losing a sense of refinement. Common to all
of them, whether they’re 30 or 45 square meters with
private pool, is the luminous white of the walls, the
wooden details and the bespoke furniture, which give an
artistic touch to the spaces, with the signature of
K-Studio.
All the suites’ settings lead naturally to the Mykonos
aesthetic, as it utilises elements of the island’s tradition, to
create original effects, like the wall seats which essentially
are a continuation of the wall. Another element is the
forged marble over the bed, which creates the illusion of
an all white fabric without becoming overbearing, in a
space which celebrates simplicity and the natural colour
of sand, sea and rock, as the beach is just 50 meters away.
As for the culinary experience, it begins with the fragrant
breakfast of Greek and international selections, while
listening to the melody of the waves.
The Mediterranean gastronomic tradition is at its
best here with the inspired dishes of the talented chef
Michalis Kikis and his team at the taverna or the
exquisite gastronomic events all through the season.
Even if all you want is a signature cocktail or a glass of
white wine at the hotel’s lounge bar, one word will form
in your mind, as you gaze out at the Aegean Sea and
Delos: magic!

The architect,
Dimitris
Karapatakis
(K-Studio), view;
“Bill&Coo has
gone to the beach
and like everyone
that does that, it’s
simpler and more
relaxed. The spaces
are more frugal in
materials, while
there is curvature
in the furniture as
well as the corners
of the building to
remind that it’s
windswept.
The colours are
lighter and the
sand almost comes
up to the hotel.
The suites too open
up to a forecourt
that borders the
beach. The fabrics
are also very close
to the colour of
sand, while the
restaurant has
a roof made of
woven rope”.
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By the sea

CREATIVITY AND ENTHUSIASM: CHEF MICHALIS KIKIS SHOWS HIS OWN GASTRONOMIC
VIRTUOSITY AT THE ENCHANTING TAVERNA GRILL AT BILL & COO COAST SUITES.

It is in this special place that flavour finds its
ideal expression through the presence of the
talented Michalis Kikis. Young and enthusiastic,
he graduated from Le Monde in 2009 and
joined the gastronomic dream team of Bill &
Coo just one year later, as a sous chef under
Athinagoras Kostakos. In 2015, Michalis reached
the semifinals of the Young Chef Competition
hosted in Pellegrino, Italy. And today, he is giving
a flavourful performance at the Bill & Coo Coast
Taverna. What does he have to say about his art?
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“According to my culinary theory, I believe that
working in a kitchen is not just a job, but a way of
life”, he says characteristically. In describing what
guides his creativity, Michalis finds everything that
surrounds him an opportunity for inspiration – life
inspiration in fact. “I also convey aromas, flavours
and textures into the restaurant, and that is how
I express myself. I work every ingredient with
respect and use it in each dish with harmony, just
as nature intended.”

Clockwise from
left: Executive
Chef Athinagoras
Kostakos (left)
with Chef
Michalis Kikis.
The beachfront
Bill & Coo Coast
Taverna.
Right page:
Michalis Kikis
holding a big fresh
f ish!

Despite his youth and enthusiasm, Michalis Kikis
seems to know how to curb excess: “My aim is
not to promote my personal style, but to combine
all the virtues of the ingredients I use with my
personal outlook.”
PHOTOS: GIANNIS DIMOTSIS

Just a breath away from the sea, a continuation
of the powdery sand of Ai Yiannis. The heavenly
Bill & Coo Coast Taverna has the privilege of
boasting a natural setting that features exceptional
aesthetics and meticulous attention to detail. A
space that becomes one with Cycladic architecture,
evoking the simplicity and relaxation that
are evident from the first glance. In fact, this
encompasses the general outlook of the new Bill
& Coo Coast Suites, where luxury stems from
immediacy, without superfluous elements.
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SEA’S
THE DAY
Octopus and Charred Aubergine: smoked aubergine dip, josper
octopus, oil and vinegar cream with octopus juices.

Sea Urchin Spinialo: sea urchin, sea bass, lime, chilli,
coriander, bergamot.

Sea Bass with Greens: crispy-skinned sea bass, tamarix,
ladolemono (oil and lemon) sauce, botargo snow.

PHOTOS: GIANNIS DIMOTSIS

Crab Dolma: egg-lemon sauce, dolma cream, black rice, dill.
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the talk

The BMW X5,
the Premium Luxury Hotel
transport car for Bill & Coo
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PHOTO: VANGELIS PATERAKIS

Two of a kind

KARIM CHRISTIAN HARIRIAN, CEO & PRESIDENT OF BMW GROUP
HELLAS, TALKS ABOUT THE COLLABORATION WITH BILL & COO AND THE
SUPREMACY OF LUXURY SERVICES. INTERVIEW: VIVI VOURTSA

What does Mykonos mean to you?
Mykonos is a fantastic Greek island in the Aegean
Sea combining perfectly beauty, nature, ultimate
luxury and easiness.
What are the differences between your current
position in Greece and your previous stints at
BMW?
The differences are that first of all Greece is a
beautiful country in Europe with very nice and
kind people. I worked in Asia and Africa where
the countries themselves as well as their culture are
different than in Europe.
Who is the successful person?
The most successful or impressive person for me
is President Obama who was able to make peace
after many decades first with Cuba and furthermore
strongly deescalated the relationship with Iran after
35 years.
What are the common philosophies between
BMW and Bill & Coo?
The common philosophies are that we both have
1st class products, that there is no compromise in
a BMW as well as in Bill & Coo and that we are
both dedicated to customer relationships and utmost
service. Finally, the design of our products as well as
this of the hotel represent Modern Luxury.
What criteria were used in choosing the specific
models?
The BMW X5 was chosen as the Premium Luxury
Hotel transport car for Bill & Coo. This car is
ideal for Mykonos’ terrain and of course the white
color fits perfectly to the Mykonos aesthetics and
ambience. The BMW i3 is a pure electric and
environmentally friendly car which has the perfect
size for the narrow streets of Mykonos town and
contributes to a clean and quiet environment.
What do you like about Bill & Coo?
The very charming character of Bill & Coo, the
boutique hotel size, the top maintenance of the pool,
the rooms and of course the excellent restaurant with
its fine food and wines. In a nutshell, the sense of
utmost luxury paired with modern design.
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OUR PASTRY
genius
Pastry chef Angela Simou is the person
who will fill your stay at Bill & Coo with
the sweetest memories.
She is undoubtedly the sweetest presence at
Bill & Coo. As hotel pastry chef for the second
consecutive year, Angela conceives of, experiments
with and creates all the original desserts featured
on the menu. Dedicated to her work from the
early hours of the morning to late at night, she
creates different sweet delicacies to offer in our
suites every day, while her updated dessert options
on the menu follow the tone set by fresh, seasonal
fruits. She loves the combination of chocolate and
fruits, and her favourite ingredients are aromatic
herbs – rosemary, thyme, mountain tea – which she
blends harmoniously in her desserts for delightfully
yummy results. She began her studies as a pastry
chef at Le Monde, where during her second year
she completed her work experience at the St’Astra
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restaurant with chef Herve Pronzato, with whom she
continued working with at the Danai Beach Resort
in Chalkidiki. After graduating from Le Monde,
she began working with chef Lefteris Lazarou at
the Michelin star-winning Varoulko, while she
also attended specialized pastry seminars led by
French pastry chefs. In 2008 she joined the Spondi
team – winner of two Michelin stars – where after
two years she assumed the role of pastry sous chef
beside executive pastry chef Gilles Marchall, as
well as collaborating with many other established
pastry chefs who organized various festivals at
the restaurant. She then pursued her professional
training at Noma in Copenhagen under chef Rene
Redzepi, and in 2015 took over as pastry chef at Bill
& Coo.

Top right to left:
Pastry chef Angela
Simou in action
preparing sweet
delights. - Her
desserts are
characterised by fresh,
seasonal fruits mixed
with chocolate and
aromatic herbs.
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local knowledge
If we go beyond the
clichés of Mykonos as
a party island or the
island of the winds,
there is something
else that defines this
place, something
that may not be so
obvious. It is the
DNA of Mykonians
themselves: the ease
and tolerance of the
locals who are the
cornerstone of the
island’s legendary
status and worldwide
reputation. It is the
harmonious coexistence of the purely
traditional with the
avant garde that
makes Mykonos
stand out, confirming
its reputation as a
unique destination.
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MYKONOS
SYMBOLS

No 01

Architecture

“Sometimes I think about the man from the
Cyclades. He made these superb sculptures
deliberately in that form, didn’t he? In exactly
that form. Better than Brancusi. Nobody has ever
made an object stripped that bare.” These are the
words of Picasso. Cycladic culture expressed itself
through these imperious statuettes and survived
through architecture. It flourished on Mykonos.
Mykonos Town, Chora, is a fine example.
Modernist pioneer Le Corbusier admired the
archaic lines and uncompromising simplicity
of the cube-like houses and the Paraportiani
church so much that he viewed them as models
of architecture. “Now I know that nothing I have
built is worth the effort,” he said emphatically. It
is no accident that the famous Chapel of Notre
Dame in Ronchamp reflects these influences.
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No 02

No 03

The lower mills between Alefkantra and Neohorio are
situated right on the coast, overlooking the Aegean.
White and arresting, seven of the ten that originally
stood here and ground the local grain until the early
20th century are still standing. Today they are the island’s
most photographed sight. Windmills are one of the most
characteristic features of the Cycladic islands in general,
and on Mykonos there were 21 recorded in 1828. The
three-storey circular buildings no longer operate, but
they have never ceased to be a symbol of the island of
the winds. The best example is the privately-owned
Windmill of Geronymos, which was a working mill until
the ’60s and which still retains most of its equipment.

Petros was found by Captain Antonis Haritopoulos
when he was out one year on the morning of
October 16 with his boat. The pelican, probably
part of a pair and far from his kind, looked alone
and half-dead. Adopted by a local sailor, Thodoros
Kyrantonis, he was christened “Petros” after the
Mykonian hero, Petros Drakopoulos. He attracted
also other pelicans there, including his mate Georgia.
When he died way back in 1986, Jackie KennedyOnassis rightfully donated another pelican to the
island, Irene. It is said that the Hamburg Zoo had
also donated a pelican named Petros.

Windmills

No 04

No 05

The birthplace of Apollo, the god of light and the arts,
has become one of the greatest sites of worship in the
ancient world. Perhaps because of its sacred status in
antiquity, perhaps because of its geographical position,
Delos has acquired a new age mantle, according to
which it is endowed with hidden energy. Archaeologists
have taken a more rational view. “In 1455 Cyriacus
of Ancona, one of the fathers of archaeology, visited
the ruins, where he sketched and wrote descriptions
of the colossal statue of the Naxian Apollo. In the
17th century the Venetians brought back one of the
ancient lions to adorn Arsenale, while other antiquities
were taken to Rome and England,” archaeologist P.I.
Hatzidakis notes. In 1873 the French Archaeological
School began digging on Delos, and from 1904 to
1914 the most important parts were excavated. Delos
became a world monument and one good reason for
the development of Mykonos.

The Skarpa area of town boasts a different kind
of Mykonian architecture that is like a miniature
Cycladic version of Venice. It reflects unadorned
good taste, with the homes of gentlemen and
fishermen, as seen in old photographs, now
functioning as upmarket bars and restaurants.
One characteristic of Little Venice has remained
unchanged over the generations, though: “The
marine embrace that wraps around her, kissing her
bright white houses,” as described by famous Greek
writer Nikos Kazantzakis.

Delos
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Pelican

Little Venice
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SUPER PARADISE

SUN OF A BEACH
Mykonos brings the all day summer party right next to the sea. Get your share of
fun, diving, tasting and drinking on pebble coasts or sandy beaches, where the
frenziest atmosphere rules, and be drifted away by waves of pleasure.
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LIA
A small bay with deep crystal waters protected from the
strong northerly winds which is ideal for snorkeling. This
is the alternative preferred by celebrities who arrive by
boat. For a more secluded experience walk over the rocks
to reach the neighboring Tigani beach.
Highlight: The much anticipated Liasti beach barrestaurant.

PANORMOS
The beach has a wild beauty, while its horse-shoe shape
is unique, with its colours changing throughout the day.
This ex hippy and nudist haunt is reminiscent of old
Mykonos. Don’t miss the August full moon party here;
an unforgettable experience.

Highlight: Waiting for the renovated Panormos
beach bar-restaurant with its new ambience. Also, the
new Wyou boutique where you can find the summer
collections of Fourminds, My Tiffany and J’aime les
Garcons.

KALO LIVADI
One of the island’s best organized beaches with a strong
cosmopolitan feel. It covers every entertainment and
taste expectation on a long blonde sandy beach with
green-blue clear water, abundant umbrellas, sunbeds
and watersports. We suggest you arrive before 12 noon.
Highlight: The new Rakkan is about to come soon with
its relaxed sunbeds, opium beds and cabanas offering an
oriental nargile experience for extraordinary days and

Super Paradise is the
beach to-see and beseen while enjoying
your swim looking
at the sandy beach
and its repeaters.
Let’s party!

WATCH THE VIDEO
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nights (rakkanrestaurant.gr). Go also for the refreshed
menu and the dj events of Solymar (tel.: +30 22890 71745)

PARAGA

SUPER PARADISE
With a magical sandy beach giving the sense of a
tropical lagoon, it is constantly crowded by hordes of
party people. A landmark holiday destination for every
teenager, “Super” has nurtured generations with frenzied
parties and never-ending fun. Access by car is good,
while the last incline before the parking is difficult.
Highlight: Visit the hip Pinky Beach (tel.: +30 2289
026459) and experience a whole day at the magnifiscent
Jackie O’ Beach Club & Restaurant (tel.: +30 22890 77298)

AGHIA ANNA (KALAFATIS)
Drive a bit further past Kalafatis or walk a few minutes
to find the somewhat hidden little beach. With clean,
emerald waters and sand that continues some distance
into the sea, the Aghia Anna beach is embraced by
ancient Divounia, which act as wind breakers for its
calm and velvet sandy beach.
Highlight: A farm-to-table Greek Island cuisine is
served at the brand new Nesaea restaurant with the
philosophy of Nice n’ Easy restaurants (+30 22890 72130).

FTELIA
Starting from Chora, take a right turn at the crossroads
to discover the ideal surfing destination and admire a
performance offered by the virtuoso surfers. When it is
not windy, the landscape is reminiscent of a lagoon and
the beach is frequented by a number of locals and artists.
Highlight: Indulge in the relaxing atmosphere and the
delicious dishes of Ftelia Castaway (tel.: +30 22890 72466).

AGHIOS SOSTIS
No make-up, bars, shops, tourist enterprises or sunbeds.
With wonderful deep blue water it favours snorkeling
fans. Here you will see celebrity and anonymous nudists,
as well as locals. Best from May to mid-July and then
in September; avoid the August meltemi winds which
make conditions unwelcoming.
Highlight: Kiki’s alternative taverna will amaze you with
its fine grilled selections and salads.

PARAGA
It is the first to open and the last to close, since its
favourable orientation guarantees warm days from May
to October. There is easy parking at both entrances:
from Aghia Anna andjust before Paradise. Diving from
the rock located in the middle of the sea is essential.
Highlight: Have a taste of the bohemian style of
Scorpios (tel.:+30 22890 29250-1) and the traditional
experience of Tasos taverna (tel.: +30 22890 23002).

ORNOS
Ornos’ long sandy beach is protected by the strong north
wind making it an ideal place to swim, practise water
sports and dine right next to the sea. And this is exactly
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AGHIA ANNA (KALAFATIS)

LIA

PSAROU

KALO LIVADI

AGHIOS SOSTIS

ORNOS

PINKY BEACH, SUPER PARADISE

Swim,Party,Love:
The essential motto of
the island’s beaches
what the design Pasaji beach restaurant offers you all day
serving creative fusion dishes at the sand.
Highlight: Konstantis means seafood (tel.: +30 22890 22837).

FOKOS
Even though buses don’t reach this beach, it still attracts
quite a crowd. Picturesque and calm with the island’s
coldest waters, it still remains an untouched treasure.
Located right after the artificial lake of Marathi, the
beach is quite seriously affected by the north winds.
Highlight: Try the delicious grilled delicacies at Fokos
taverna (tel.: +30 6945828561).

PSAROU

This page: The vivid
Paraga.
Opposite page
clockwise from left:
The sandy Aghia
Anna (Kalafatis)
- Enjoy the crystal
waters of Lia - The
must Psarou beach
- The serene Elia The beautiful Kalo
Livadi - The chapel
of Aghios Sostis Surfing at Ftelia
-Relaxing at Ornos
- The Pinky Beach
in Super Paradise

FTELIA

It has been experiencing glory days since the 1980s,
setting the summer’s trends and defining the concept of
luxury living on Mykonos. It boasts warm waters even
from the early spring. The road is quite narrow with
sharp turns and requires attention.
Highlight: Nammos is an all time classic place-to-be
and test its upscale Beefbar (tel.: +30 22890 22440).

ELIA
The sunbeds are laid out comfortably and there is a more
private section for gays and nudists. There is a spacious
parking, a lifeguard and water-sports school that offers
a lot of choice for more active beachgoers.It is better
to visit it on days with a north wind for calm waters.
Highlight: Mediterranean dishes and cocktails are a
must at the famed Elia beach bar-restaurant

ELIA

WATCH THE VIDEO

(tel.: +30 22890 71204).
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ADA KAMARA
If you have fallen in love with the SS2015
collection of the talented designer, this
summer you will adore her. Visit the store
and take your time to admire all her creations.
From Ada Kamara’s cotton gold embroidery
kaftan to handmade colorful bags, aery
dresses and stylish tops, you will find there a
great example of Greek ancient chic on the
beach and among the Mykonian alleys.
Andronikou & Enoplon Dinameon Str., Chora, +30 22890
28324, adakamara.com

ORSALIA PARTHENIS
Parthenis shop is the living heritage of the
brands’ timeless minimal design aesthetics.
Since 1978 Mykonos has been a great
source of inspiration for its founder, Dimitris
Parthenis, but also the stepping stone
for international fame. Orsalia Parthenis
continues her father’s tradition in the creation
of “chic sportif ” based on the same concept
and quality evoking a bohemian mood and
using natural fibers, wool, silk and cotton.
Check out for the sequin dress & jumpsuit
which appeared on Madwalk 2016 and for
the variety of premium beach towels.
Aleukantras Sq., +30 22890 22448, orsalia-parthenis.gr

OIKIA
You will find it just outside the airport. It
may be a small store, it offers though a very
homy experience. What does this mean?
Home decoration details, linen for bedrooms,
baths and kitchens, small indoor and outdoor
furniture, as well as candles, lanterns and
paintings. Its list also includes all the kitchen
details, pillow choices, carpets and small gifts.
Airport area, +30 22890 26730

PREMIUM BAG STORIES

Neiw
Nestled in the famous Matoyianni
val
Arr
street, the Premium Bag Stories
store opened his doors this Easter
bringing to Mykonos island an exclusive
collection of luxury accessories, leather and
travel bags, timepieces, sunglasses and clothes.
Premium Bag Stories offers designs straight
from international names such as Porsche
Design, Tumi, Piquadro, Bric’s, Zwilling etc.
12 Matoyianni Str., +30 22890 77213

MOURJJAN
Meet the SS16 Silk Road Collection and
adore the new leather and silk clutches,

the supremely sophisticated silk kaftans
and all the rest items with the relaxed yet
ultra-flattering fit. Match them with the
statement necklaces and summer jewelry
made by natural elements from Zena
Baroudi and make your own perfect beach
and island outfit. The first international
flagship store of the Swiss designers has
already made its reputation of bringing an
impressive simplicity, timelessness and a
touch of avant-garde. 6 Zanni Pitaraki Str.

LE CONCEPT

Its name says it all! Exceptionnal
Neiw
al
rr v
A
intersection of youth avantgarde aesthetic designers and
Haute-Couture in Mykonos island.
A progressive selection of international
brands such as Givenchy, Rick Owens,
Damir Doma, Yohji Yamamoto and Nialaya
Jewellery in addition with niche perfumes
collection and interior design, such as
Parfumerie Generale, Meo Fusciuni, Goti,
and Baobab Collection.
26 M. Andronikou Str, Matoyianni, +30 22890 26998

MINAS
The Jolly Roger and the Girl from Rio are as
some of his most recognizable creations. The
designer is a point of reference for inspired
and signature jewelry and famous clients like
Keith Richards wears exquisite and unique
handmade pieces of Minas. With a flair for
architectural design, he lived and worked for
11 years in New York, as a freelancer and
established his presence as a designer, creating
pieces in gold and silver as solid materials,
but never used stones. One of the most recent
examples of his work is the new Wing design.

MOURJJAN

OIKIA

ADA KAMARA

PREMIUM BAG STORIES

Aghias Kyriakis Sq., + 30 22890 27320, shop.minastudio.com

LUXURY TOYS
Where else can you find the Chanel Classic
double flap lambskin with papers, handmade
Luxury Candles, the Limited Edition Louis
Vuitton Speedy 25 monogram Cherries –
hurry before gets sold out-, a used like new
LV evansion monogram and a Chanel Classic
Black Caviar small double flap? Do not miss
time and go for jewellery and all kind of
accessories, high quality watches and signature
bags. 19 Aghias Kyriakis Str., +30 22890 23601

PONIROS JEWELLERY
Lovers of design should definitely visit the
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Poniros store to admire this year’s glamorous collections,
including the classic “Stardust” and “The Volcanic
Flower” collections, the colourful “Chromata” and
“Black Mosaic” collections, the impressive “Wreath” and
“Atlantis” collections, as well as the exuberant “Akrotiri”
collection. With a strong focus on highly crafted
jewellery tied with gemstones, it comes as no surprise
that this jewellery store, with a history dating back to
1960, has drawn so much attention from its very first
day, fast becoming a favourite in Mykonos. Purchase
the most precious presents for friends or family, and try
on jewellery for all occasions, casual or formal. Aghia Anna,
Chora, +30 22890 78545

INTERNI
A store dedicated for the house, the boat,
Neiw
val
the beach, carrying bits and pieces from the
Arr
Interni collection suited for your holiday
destination, including unique pieces by designers
such as Vanessa Mitrani, Paola Navone, design classics
by Arne Jacobsen, lightings by Celine Wright, as well
as a bunch of decorative objects, glassware, cutlery, a
beach cabin, your favorite swing chair and a delightful
collection of beach towels by the amazing Australian
brand Beach People. The store will present new ideas
every two weeks for the ultra hip and chic Mykonos
visitor and resident until the first rainfall in October.
Vrisi, +30 22891 81029

THE JARS OF BRANDS

ROUSOUNELOS

THE JARS OF BRANDS

It is always one step ahead, providing creations
by Mi-ro, Rat, Mara Kartalis, Caroline de Souza,
Cristina Gaviolli, PANTONE Universe, Andy
Richarson, Gabba, Blue de Genes, Camila, Nizal,
Love Nail Tree, Candy for rich men, Maggoosh.
41-43 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 78955

ROUSOUNELOS
Come here to have a taste of the ROLEX Sky Dweller
and the Cartier Tank Anglaise new collection. Bur first
of all, this is the place where the loyal fans of Patek
Philippe resort to the official representative on the
island for the new collections of their favourite watches.
The fully renovated store also hosts more world-class
treasures including Vacheron Constantin, Audemars
Piguet, Breitling, Tudor and TechnoMarine. 32 Matoyianni

Str., +30 22890 22797

TSERKOV

Spanning two floors, the Mykonos store
Neiw
al
rr v
A
is defined by contemporary and carefully
sourced interiors that are framed by brass and
plush fittings, exposed time-worn walls, goldplated fixtures, coloured marble and bronze-framed
furnishings. Designed by MEraki Design Studio, it

D.S. GOLD
J E W E L L E R Y
St. Anna, 84600 Mykonos, Greece
Tel.: +30 22890 25251, Fax: +30 22890 26882, Mob.: +30 6944 527362, e-mail: sahasgold@yahoo.gr
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seamlessly bonds classic with innovative designers and
tradition with contemporary luxury. Five distinct selling
areas are housed in Tserkov, high-end accessories,
avant-garde perfumery and footwear, premium
designers area & men’s pret-a-porter and genderless
collections. 30 Kalogera Str., tserkovstores.com

GANT
You’ll have to go all the way to Kouzi Georgouli
to find your favourite brands new products. Here,
you’ll find the comprehensive collections of Gant
Originals and Gant Rugger for women and men, as
well as the youthful Gand Diamond G. Before you
leave take a look at the new accessories, perfumes
and everything else you’ll need for your vacations.
Kouzi Georgouli Str., +30 22890 28004

COSSET
With hand-picked materials carefully selected from all
over the world and a high level of service, it stamps the
epitome of island interior design. Here you may find
the donkey parade caravan sculptures, mirrors made
of natural elements, avant-garde tables and decoration
items, as well as the marble arm chair of Alexander
Wang. Provincial Rd., +30 22890 78146

HARRY JWLS
It awaits you with a whole new collection of unique,
handmade art design jewelry, all made in only oneprototype piece. Silver or gold-plated pieces, with
semi-precious stones, custom made designs, unique
lines adorned with natural corals and an island feeling.
Just like a turquoise beaded bracelet with a gold-plated
silver bead with curved spiral symbols and a white onyx
beaded bracelet for your white summer look. Come to
discover the one that is destined for you and your looks.
11 Aghiou Gerasimou Str., +30 22890 27837

VALTADOROS BOUTIQUE
What is chic fashion for the designer?
Neiw
val
He takes inspiration from Geometry. The
Arr
geometric colorful shapes are basic here,
from which both Valtadoros and V by Paris
Valtadoros collections are crafted. Maya’s philosophy
dominates Galactic Butterfly collection. Geometry
and natural color palette is inspiring with the earthy
tones of tribal brown, pink pastel and loud colors
like red and turquoise sky. The accessories and the
wedding collection are also here for you. Goumenio Sq.,

parisvaltadoros.com

ILIANA BASSIANA
After the Beach Me boutique in Kalo Livadi,
this year she signs her name on a brand new
boutique, where the Mykonos glam chic style
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is admirably represented. In addition to her own airy
caftans in boho ancient style, with a touch of seventies
vintage, Greek and foreign designers create exclusively
for her boutique. In their collections you’ll find boho chic
dresses, fabulous caftans, one-piece swimsuits, distinctive
jewellery, bags and handmade glasses.
33 Kalogera Str., 22890 28708

ENNY MONACO
Put a spring in your steps and wardrobe. All you need is
a visit at Enny Monaco and the brand new and exciting
arrivals. Have a glance at Aquazzura’s “Wild One”
sandals and the “Wild Thing” wedge sandals and keep
up with the monochrome game with the new collection
of Mugler. Always chic and seductive, the Louboutin
world presents you the “Eloise” two handle bag and the
“Bikee Bike Zeppa” wedge sandal. Boost your summer
appearance with the exclusive embroidered dresses
by Vita Kin and the Kiini swimwear and continue
your adventure in style with more select designers like
Balmain and Giambattista Valli.
Tria Pigadia, +30 22890 77100

MELIVIA
This is the place where you will find the fashionable
simplicity of Fabiana Filippi’s designs, a set of a one piece
hand embroidered bathing suit and lace embroidered
skirt by Marisa Padovan, the fresh one piece bathing suits
by Eres, the well-known items by Flavia Padovan, the
scarves of Faliero Sarti, as well as the chain impression
bracelets from Phillip Audibert. And there are many
more brands waiting for you at the elegant old mansion,
the perfect setting for all these stylish treasures.

ENNY MONACO

CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN

MELIVIA

STUDIO 7

26 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 27827

Luxury services

CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN

FLORIOS REAL ESTATE

ICAR RENTAL

Decorate your walls with unique pieces that leads
you to a different dimension. Maximum of intensity
with the minimum of means. It is this, that lead the
artists to give to painting a character of even greater
barrenness. And it is the same power that leads you
to adorn your space with artistic objects, such as the
Bell White light, the Palm floor lamp, the Evil Eye
poof, as well as a variety of elegant furniture, dining
items, mirrors, handmade lucky charms and of course
paintings. 43 Florou Zouganeli Str., +30 22890 79363 & Main Road

It has been a point of reference offering the best services in
the island’s real estate, as well as in VIP services. Specializing
in the local market of the glamorous Mykonos Island in
Greece, one of the most cosmopolitan seaside destinations of
the world, Florios Real Estate in Mykonos Island, expertise
in selling and renting luxurious villas in Mykonos, as well as
various other property types, such as land, flats, offices, hotels
and various other business properties. Just name your desires
and they will become a reality.

Visit the only car rental company in Mykonos with electric
cars and share the island experience with a BMW i3 in
Mykonos. The all-electric BMW i3 is the world’s first seriesproduction model to be designed for sustainability at every
stage, from the development of the car to its production
and everyday use. As an all-electric car, it generates zero
emissions and no odours at the point of use – which makes
it the perfect companion around the island.

Ano Mera, +30 22890 71107, mykonoschora.gr

D.S. GOLD JEWELLERY
For over two decades the family based business
creates selected jewels of high quality, inspired by the
ancient Greek and Byzantine history. The family’s
knowledge and expertise provide the extra edge in
making sure that its exquisite collection of jewels are
perfect to the last detail.
Aghia Anna, Chora, +30 22890 25251
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Peripheral Road, +30 22890 77038 & 694 5716 650, florios.gr

UNIPRO
UniPro is specializing in providing services of the
highest quality, meaning sophisticated network, audio,
video, security and automation systems. Its products
form a complete proposal for the automation of all
types of buildings and its transformation into a modern,
economical and pleasant environment. The future is now
and it’s called UniPro.
Ornos, +30 22890 78555, unipro.gr

Airport area +30 22890 72280

STUDIO 7
Since it’s always a good time for a bouquet of flowers,
Studio 7 becomes your go-to destination for fresh natural
fragrances, colours that will brighten your house, office and
your most important moments. From the most classical to
the most exotic plants, the most exquisite arrangements for
every occasion and the most colourful and fragrant bouquets
to gift to an honoured person, you’ll find them here, to adorn
everything precious moment, wherever and whenever you
desire. Ano Mera, +30 2289 028777, studio7.gr
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BILL & COO RESTAURANT

NICE N’ EASY

A necessary gustatory stop on the island’s
gastronomic map, with the creations of the
acclaimed chef Athinagoras Kostakos offering
a thrilling culinary experience and a memorable
gastronomic journey with unique delights. The best
gourmet restaurant in Mykonos, serves creative
Mediterranean tastes, as well as a healthy breakfast,
continental or American style or a more authentic
sort of Greek products.

A small step for the first restaurant with organic
ethics on the island, a big advantage for Chora,
adding another diamond to its collection. Little
Venice welcomes chef Christos Athanasiadis’s
menu with organic and high quality local products,
in the inspired space that was curated by the
architectural firm PenteStudio. Come and relax
with a glass of organic house wine.

Megali Ammos, +30 22890 26292-3, bill-coo-hotel.com

SCORPIOS
Do you think that you know all about this grand
beach project just because you have visited once?
Scorpios’ intimate Sunset Beach awaits you this
summer in the most exclusive part of the property
to discover a few dozen wooden cabanas built to
blend in discreetly with their natural surroundings.
Elegant in their simplicity, these open-air shaded
structures are fairly distant from each other creating
the degree of beachfront privacy. Perfect setting to
taste the high standards beach bar-restaurant and
to enjoy a cocktail beach party afterwards.
Paraga, +30 22890 29250, scorpiosmykonos.com

KOURSAROS
Boasting a new fresh ambience with
minimal aesthetics, the restaurant
New
val
introduces you to its fusion philosophy
Arri
focusing on sushi and fish dishes.
White is the dominant colour here,
while the decorative stars are the circular tables
giving a cosmopolitan flair at the total result. Tuna
belly sashimi, yellowtail and snow crab, as well as
shrimp tempura uramaki and signature rolls are
some of the sushi choices, while you can also try
the wine list and the signature cocktails of the
new Lounge Bar.
Meletopoulou Sq., Limni, +30 228 90 78 140, koursarosmykonos.gr

NESAEA
Farm to table cuisine in it’s most
New
val
Arri
creative and elegant version. This is
the gastronomic approach for the new
venture of the creators of the Nice n’ Easy
restaurants. Beauty comes out of simplicity in
the restaurant’s decoration inspired by the island
characteristics of Mykonos. The perfect setting
for a menu dedicated to the Aegean sea and its
treasures, the Cycladic products and local first
ingredients. Aghia Anna, Kalafatis, +30 22890 72130

BILL & COO RESTAURANT

Aleukantra, +30 22890 25421, niceneasy.gr

BAKALO
Next to a traditional well is located a patio that fills
you with a sense of recognizable peace, a delicious
heaven you want to share with a select few. Even
when full of visitors, the restaurant’s warm, homey
atmosphere gives the impression that the kitchen
creates dishes bursting with the flavors and aromas
of Greece, such as stuffed courgettes with egglemon sauce just for you. Just like dinner on your
veranda at home. Lakka, +30 22890 78121

CATARI
Its retro patio has become a reference point for all
fans of authentic. Neapolitan pizza, the one with
the extremely thin crust and delicious tastes, such
as the beef carpaccio & black truffle cream. Groups
of friends gather at this old town house that boasts
impressive retro tiles, home to the only “Authentic
Italian Restaurant” on Mykonos, as certified by the
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

KOURSAROS

NESAEA

SCORPIOS

Aghia Anna, Chora, +30 22890 78571

INYAMA
This year it’s evolving into a sophisticated
restaurant-bar, with the signature of the Michelin
starred chef, Ettore Botrini, while famous
international mixologists will practice their
magic in the brand new cocktail & champagne
bar. The first project from the food group Food
Fund International team in Mykonos, welcomes
guests with two unique menus and two famous
dj’s, creating an electrifying ambience all night till
dawn. Aghias Monis Sq., + +30 22890 25851, inyama.gr

NAMMOS
After last year’s success, Beefbar returns to spend
the summer in Nammos. Noted as being “the best
beach restaurant in Europe”, it combines culinary
excellence, impeccable service and spirited parties,
all the while overlooking the crystal clear waters
and white sands of the cosmopolitan beach of
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Psarou. The Beefbar taste experience is equally enjoyable on
the beach with feet in the sand, thanks to the Street Food to
share: Kobe beef tacos & spicy mayonnaise, mini burger trio
or traditional Greek gyros beef Kobe beef and Black Angus.
In the evening, the whole magnificence of Beefbar is revealed
through a raw bar selection of dishes such as Black Angus
carpaccio or King Crab salad with avocado and grapefruit
but also thanks to our cuts of exclusive meats.
Psarou, +30 22890 22440, nammos.gr

SPILIA
Have a platter of everything: seafood, exquisite view, great
music, cocktails and first class service. Located in a natural
cave, it boasts a natural pool of seawater that hosts live
lobsters and seafood. Its other asset is its new meat menu
served upon the beach.
Aghia Anna, Kalafatis, +30 22890 71205, hotelanastasiavillage.gr

PINKY BEACH
It is dedicated to joy, relax and all day fun. Thus, lie on a sun
bed and combine your swim with cocktails and champagne
drinks, sea view and exhilarating beats along with classic or
exotic delicacies. A delectable combination of italian and
greek delicacies with an arabic touch is complemented by
fresh smoothies and tropical fruit plates. Dancing is also on
the menu and it is on you to decide when you should start
show your moves on the beach.
Super Paradise, +30 22890 26459, pinky-beach.com

OTI APOMEINE
Known everywhere for its suckling pig on a spit, which
draws the locals and distinguished visitors to Ano Mera, the
family tavern also maintains its reputation for the best meat,
masterfully barbecued and wonderful home cooked recipes.
You can visit it all summer through the end of October.
Ano Mera, +30 22890 71534 & 6944940309, otiapomeine-mykonos.gr

KATRINE’S
The first to introduce French cuisine to the island in 1971, it
continues successfully with renowned quality. Served to a few
tables the famous osso bucco, lamp chops with rosemary and
stuffed courgette flowers are living proof that classic Greek
cooking, combined with French savoir faire, can result in
excellent gastronomic creations. 1 Nikiou Str., +30 22890 22169

MATHIOS
Many have honoured its kitchen and its hospitality. It’s
one of the classic hangouts for anyone that loves fresh fish
and seafood, as also the mezedes that come out crisp from
the frying pan or courgettes and stuffed tomatoes from the
garden. Tourlos, +30 22890 23344 & 22344
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ASTRA
It is an entertainment and nightlife case study. Its
history has been written its consistent characteristics
preserved intact by Babis and Omiros from 1987 to the
present day, and in its famous guests, such as the rock
legend Keith Richards and Monaco’s young royalty
Andrea Casiraghi. And it is still receives great success
with its hip music, the rock influences, the special
events and fashion evenings which attract among
others, Greek and foreign showbiz personalities.
Chora, +30 22890 24767, astra-mykonos.com

GALLERAKI
Head at the historical bar for the delicious cocktails
–don’t forget the mysterious recipe of Katerina
cocktail and post your experience at “We Start It”,
the new social “meeting point” for all the friends
who already know the 25-year old cocktail bar and
those who want to know it. Choose your favorite
drink from the inspired menu and share your
Galleraki moments in the double-storied building
with your company and everybody else.

REMEZZO
ASTRA

Scarpa, Little Venice, +30 22890 27188, galleraki.gr

REMEZZO
Are you ready for a great Greek dinner under the
sunset and for the party which always comes next?
Then head at the historical restaurant and cocktail
bar and make your own unforgettable memories in its
renovated and exquisite scenery totally in white. This is
a place for the art of entertainment. So, make sure that
you will be part of Remezzo’s legendary nights.
Polikandrioti Str., Chora, remezzo-mykonos.com

SCARPA
You cannot pass over this place. Boasting great view on
little Venice, this small and trendy bar offers excellent
drinks – famous for its fresh cocktails and the finest
selection of house vibes that beats and youthful crowd,
this bar catch the essence of the island and offers
unforgettable nights. Check the calendar with the dj
nights and musical events and join all of its parties.
Little Venice

PANORMOS

Neiw
The beach has identified its name
val
Arr
with the famous beach bar which
has changed through the years, but its
reputation has remained the same. Drink
your first glass of champagne lying on a sun bed at
the breathtaking beach enjoying the renovated barrestaurant with an amazing architectural design. It is
expected to open around half of June. So, be patient for

GALLERAKI
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a little more. Loyal to its famous past as a place-to-be
for having fun, its exceptional cuisine and seductive
tunes promise unforgettable days and nights.
Panormos, +30 22890 77184, panormosmykonos.gr

BILL & COO LOUNGE BAR
The best way to end a day is to enjoy the spirits and the
creative cocktails of its drink maître. The finest tropical
combinations made on the island are accompanied by
carefully chosen chilled music while contemplating the
most amazing and breathtaking sunset and sea views.
The signature cocktails and twisted classic recipes await
you on the bar. Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, Megali Ammos,

+30 2289 026292, bill-coo-hotel.com

JACKIE O’ BEACH CLUB & RESTAURANT
Experience the magnifiscent venue step by step.
Relax on the beach, pamper yourself with a beach
spa massage, visit the pool, taste the extraordinary
Mediterranean Fusion menu with Mykonian flavor
by the acclaimed chef Christoforos Peskias, feel the
vibes of the unique bar and do not forget the oyster
bar. All in one location.

BILL & COO LOUNGE BAR
ELIA BEACH BAR

SOLYMAR

CAVO PARADISO

JACKIE O’ BEACH CLUB

Super Paradise, +30 22890 77298, jackieobeach.com

CAVO PARADISO
This year’s calendar starts with Argie, Terry and
Heavy G, Valeron and Freespirit on the decks. World
famous for its parties, the most celebrated club in
Greece attracts thousands of people to the island every
summer that will come to enjoy some of the greatest
DJ sets in the music industry, while all party fans wait
impatiently for its full moon party in August.
Paradise, day phone: +30 22890 27205, club phone: +30 22890 27205,
reservations of the day: +30 6948504989, cavoparadiso.gr

SOLYMAR
You can start your day here drinking coffee on the
blue tables or on sun beds, continue with creative food
for lunch and an impressive dinner with impeccable
service and then enjoy partying for many hours. Your
summer fantasy becomes a reality in Kalo Livadi beach.
It is only a matter of time until you end up dancing on
the tables after sunset, enjoying dj nights and parties.
Kalo Livadi, +30 22890 71745, solymarmykonos.com

ELIA BEACH BAR
You can have the first of its imaginative cocktails with
your meal or later as the first night’s drink. No matter
the time, the desire to taste one more never stops. After
an Apple Spritz or a Champagne Daisy, a Dolce Verde
or a Lychee Martini, there are many more to keep you
here at the lounge beach bar with the all white setting
or lying on the beach.
Elia beach, +30 2289 071204, eliamykonos.gr
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hidden Mykonos

Where are you?
IS THIS SOMEWHERE IN THE USA’S EAST COAST WHERE LONELY
LIGHTHOUSES OVERLOOK THE OCEAN? SOMEWHERE WHERE
RISING SEAS AND LARGE STORMS FLOOD THE COAST AND THE
BEACH CARVE UP AND SWALLOWED BY THE OCEAN? IN ANY CASE,
BE CAREFULL.THE CLIMB UP CIRCULAR STAIRS TO THE TOP OF A
LIGHTHOUSE TOWER IS NOT FOR THE SQUEAMISH OR FOR THOSE
AFRAID OF HEIGHTS! YOUR TURN NOW, WHERE ARE YOU?

THANASSIS KRIKIS

(FIND THE ANSWER ON PAGE 79)
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GASTRONOMIC

JOURNEY
The gustatory travel of Bill & Coo around the
world, with the inspired creations of Athinagoras
Kostakos, continued this year in Denmark and
sunny Miami.

5
6

AALBORG, DENMARK
1

2

3

4

The first stop of the tour was in Aalborg, Denmark. In the beginning
of March, in Mortens Kro, one of the most famous restaurants in the
town’s centre, the award-winning chef gave his own interpretation of
classical Greek dishes, with crunchy bread balls stuffed with spinach and
a savoury moussaka variation with tender beef and a delicious lemon
sauce. Athinagoras and his team presented to the honoured guests the
vigour of contemporary greek creative cuisine which is based on pure
ingredients, fresh vegetables and select olive oil, while at the same time
showcasing the authentic Mykonos products, combined with high
quality Danish ingredients. At the centre of this journey into flavour,
the simple Greek recipes done by the acclaimed Bill & Coo chef, based
exclusively on using original and quality local ingredients, transported
the dinner guests to an unforgettable night of Greek gastronomy.

MIAMI, USA
The award-winning chef offered the Aegean culinary experience
through his eyes, during a formal dinner which was held on the 16th
of March, at the Greek restaurant Thassos in Fort Lauderdale, in
Miami. Selected travel writers, food bloggers, representatives of the
most significant travel agencies and high-ranking executives of tourist
organisations, had the opportunity to taste the best of Greek cuisine,
with ingredients from Mykonos and the Aegean islands. The meal
began with a variation of the traditional chicken soup with egg and
lemon sauce, which Athinagoras took to another level, as a marine
ambrosia with fresh sea bass and mussels from Chile with freshly
chopped dill. With fresh aromatic herbs as the protagonists, the tasty
offerings continued with lamb chops in a herbal crust, served with
a mutton baklava, red wine sauce and yogurt seasoned with cumin.
The Greek culinary journey ended with a cold strawberry soup, laced
with Mastiha liqueur, served with vanilla ice cream and thin wafers of
almond merengue.
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1. One of the dishes
by Athinagoras
Kostakos,
presented at every
international
invitation “Cherry
Tomatoes”.
2 + 5. Internationally
acclaimed journalists
and food critics sit
among the audience.
3. Executive chef
Athinagoras
Kostakos and Sous
Chef Mihalis Kikis
at work.
4 + 7. A selection
of fine wines from
international and
Greek vineyards
accompany delicious
flavours.
6. Fresh fish, the
chef ’s favourite
ingredient, is always
on the menu.

7
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short break

WATCH THE VIDEO

Renzo piano’s masterpiece, the SNFCC, will change Athens.
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THE PARK

VISITORS CENTER

The Stavros Niarchos Park covers 85% of the
SNFCC site and is approximately 170,000 m2.
One of its most integral features is the Great Lawn,
which will offer a venue for concerts, festivals, films
and other entertainment programs for visitors, many
of them free of charge.

The Visitors Center is a temporary structure which
will operate until the completion of the Stavros
Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center in 2016.
Events organised in this space have already brought
the Cultural Center closer to the public. This year’s
initiative is entitled “Metamorphosis” (see the box
above), in the context of which the Visitors Center
will invite people to participate in cultural events
during June.

THE OPERA

ISN/YIORGIS GEROLYMBOS

URBAN MIRACLE

and scope and assume a dual and expanded role; it
will continue to be a research and study center for
academics and students, but it will also function as
an all-inclusive public resource. The National Library
will feature a Video Gaming area and Media Lab,
a recording studio and spaces specially formulated
for children and adults. There will also be an
Entrepreneurship Center, an area that can function
as a breeding place for ideas and business initiatives.

The Greek National Opera (photo on the left) will
now have a true world-class opera and ballet theater
- its first home ever. The main auditorium (capacity
of 1,400 viewers) boasting the finest acoustics and
engineering potential, will host international shows,
as well as Greek performances.

THE LIBRARY
The new state-of-the-art facilities will allow the
National Library of Greece to broaden its mission

THE FINDINGS
During the construction of the SNFCC, excavations
took place (April 2012-December 2013). In an area
of almost 3000 m2, a huge Archaic cemetery was
discovered (late 8th-early 5th century B.C.), as well
as the Prisoners of Faleron. This is one of Attica’s
most important necropoleis dating from Archaic
times, according to archaelogists.

Can’t wait to visit the amazing Renzo
Piano space in Faliro? The Stavros
Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center
is opening for the public again in
June with Metamorphosis, a variety
of events, such as an experiential
performance of Laurie Anderson, a
nighttime foot race and artistic events
with free entry, that will be loved
by young and old. The events and
performances will take place in various
places all over the SNFCC. The visitors
will have the chance to enjoy concerts
of Omar Souleyman, Amir El Saffar
along with the Two Rivers Ensemble,
the Xylouris White group, Jim White
and Eleftheria Arvanitaki, as well
as the classic “Water Passion, after
St.Matthew” by the acclaimed Chinese
composer Tan Dun. (23-26/6, snfcc.org)

Where are you?

In February 2008, after a closed international
architectural competition, the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation’s Board of Directors announced its
unanimous decision for the architect who would
design the SNFCC: the Renzo Piano Building
Workshop (www.rpbw.com). Renzo Piano is widely
acclaimed as one of the leading architects of his
generation. He has succeeded in imbuing his projects
with his mastery, his pioneering perspective and his
Mediterranean temperament, all the while avoiding
becoming either repetitive or formulaic.

METAMORPHOSIS

< PAGE 74

THE ARCHITECT

The great lawn
area offers
a venue for
entertainment
programs

Save the dates

The answer
for the mystery
of Hidden
Mykonos is the
extraordinary
Armenistis
lighthouse located
at Fanari area.

Very soon Athens will boast its most important
contemporary landmark, the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Cultural Center, a multifunctional and
environmentally sustainable education, arts, and
recreation complex/destination which comprises of
the 170,000 m2 (42 acre) Stavros Niarchos Park, and
the new, state-of-the-art facilities of the National
Library of Greece (NLG) and the Greek National
Opera (GNO). The most important public works
that will change Athens is a gift by the Stavros
Niarchos Foundation to the Greek state.
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